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Abstract- Particular and timely unified information along with quick and effective query response times is the basic
fundamental requirement for the success of any collection of independent data marts (data warehouse) which forms
Fact Constellation Schema or Galaxy Schema. Because of the materialized view storage area, the materialization of
all views is practically impossible thus suitable Materialized Views (MVs) picking is one of the intelligent decisions in
designing a Fact Constellation Schema to get optimal efficiency. This paper presents a framework for picking bestmaterialized view using Quantum Particle Swarm Optimization (QPSO) algorithm where it is one of the stochastic
algorithms in order to achieve the effective combination of good query response time and low query handling cost.
The results reveal that the proposed method for picking best- materialized view using QPSO algorithm is better
than other techniques via computing the ratio of query response time and compare it to the response time of the
same queries on the MVs. Ratio of implementing the query on the base table takes five times more time than the
query implementation on the MVs. Where the response time of queries through MVs access 0.084 seconds while by
direct access queries 0.422 seconds. This outlines that the performance of query through MVs access is 402.38%
better than those directly access via data warehouse-logical.
keywords: Independent data marts, Data warehouse, Picked materialized view, OLAP, Query handling.
I. I NTRODUCTION
Data Warehouse (DW) is a repository of large amount of data collected from multiple data sources. It is mainly used for
handling of queries and detailed analysis of data that is important for decision makers. In order to make this data available
in less amount of time the concept of Materialize view (MV) has comes. MV stores result of queries so it’s improved
query performance [1]. There are many architectures to conform data warehouse, one of these is Independent Data Marts
(IDMs) architectures. The IDMs deal with all the benefits of Extract Transformation Load (ETL) process, similarly as a
central DW does, the amount of data related with the data mart is less than the warehouse because it’s concentrated on a
unique subject [2]. In DW, MVs built depend on the user requirements (e.g., frequently asked queries). A MV definition
includes aggregation functions, such as MIN, MAX, COUNT (DISTINCT), COUNT (∗), SUM, AVG and a GROUP BY
operation doing on attributes and basic Data Definition Language operation (DDL) such as CREATE, ALTER, and DROP
may be applied on tables [3]. MV picking aim is to pick an optimal set of views within space limits minimizing the query
handling cost due to the set of user queries. Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm searches through the whole space and
moves in the direction of the best found solution in order to find the minimized cost value to run the user queries and
return results in minimum possible time [4]. In 1995 Sun et al. proposed a new version of PSO and introduced QPSO
algorithm [5], picking views to be materialized for supporting the decision making efficiently is one of the most useful
decisions in designing of Data Warehouse, which minimizes the sum of total query response time so it’s defined as view
picking problem. Therefore, picking a suitable set of a views is the major target that diminishes the entire query response
time so there are many literatures try to make the sum of cost minimal [6].
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II. R ELATED W ORK
There have been some of the previous studies on the optimal pick materialization view in the Data Warehouse and some
of the algorithms used which is close to and connected to our paper [7]. This research presented framework for improved
and effective Polynomial Greedy Algorithm ( PGA) for materialized view selection. The algorithm considered the impact
of the whole space and cost on adding candidate materialized view and limiting the views as well as adding and deleting of
candidate materialized view by selecting a lower cost for selecting views. The analysis and tests approved that the algorithm
achieved good results and was efficient [8]. This research presented proposed framework for implemented Particle Swarm
Optimization ( PSO) algorithm on lattice framework for materialized view selection in DW, the experiment was conducted
by running algorithms on Transaction Processing Performance Council benchmark TPC- H, the technique implemented by
taking different frequency set and number of dimensions, the results proved effectiveness of PSO algorithm over genetic
algorithm in selecting suitable set of MV with less query processing cost [9]. This paper presents a framework for choosing
best materialized view by using Particle Swarm Optimization to achieve effective group of good query response time, low
query handling cost. This paper showed that the suggestion method for choosing MV is better than other methods. This
paper differs from other research and papers firstly by using QPSO algorithm for materialized views to ensure high quality
specifications for the data warehouse and secondly the data warehouse is specialized for Information and Telecommunication
Public Company (ITPC) that is returned for Iraqi Ministry of Communication, the advantages of using QPSO over PSO
are firstly is the exponential distribution of positions makes QPSO global convergent. Also, the introduced of mean best
position (mbest) into the evolution equation of QPSO is a second improvement of QPSO. The following table I shows the
difference between these paper and previous researches.
TABLE I
S URVEY OF THIS PAPER WITH P REVIOUS R ESEARCHES

Parameters

This paper

Type of algorithm
OLAP processing
Data warehouse update
Accuracy
Query storage space
Query access
frequency
Query re optimization

QPSO
Yes
No
Very Accuracy
Very Less

Research paper: " Materialized
views optimal selection
for data warehouse quality"
by Mohanad, 2018.
PSO
Yes
Yes
Accuracy
Less

Yes
Yes
Visual Studio 2017
with C ] and SQL
Server 2017

The Programming
Environment

Research paper: " Materialized cube
selection using particle swarm
optimization algorithm"
by Anjana, 2016.
PSO
Yes
No
Accuracy
Less

Research paper:" An improved algorithm
of materialized view selection within the
confinement of space" , by Yao, Dengfeng
, 2015.
PGA
Yes
Yes
Less Accuracy
Less

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

VB. Net 2013 and SQL
Server 2014

MATLAP

Not mentioned

III. M ATERIALS AND M ETHODS
This paper was carried out in ITPC at the financial and human resource departments, after building data warehouse
architecture which designed as independent data marts that contain three star schemas, there are 25 complex queries from
users requirements which contains data from three systems in mentioned departments such as document, human resource
and finance systems, because it complex queries there is need to improve query performance so building materialized
views.
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A. Concept of materialized view
In the environment of pre-computing and storing aggregated data, MVs are often referred to as summaries, for they
are storing summarized data [10]. MVs are able to increase the speed of queries that access a large number of records in
DWs, it decrease query response time which is important in big On Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) system, queries
are directed to the MV not to the base tables, in this case MV used for improving DW performance [11] In addition, it’s
using to reduce cost, which namely as the query handling cost. It is not recommended to materialize all possible views
because of time constraints and it consumes a large space in memory [12].
B. Materialized view picking
The problem of view picking is choosing a set of views to be materialized for achieving the best query performance.
Most algorithms for view picking start from common sub-expressions among queries identification. These common sub
expressions work as the MV candidates. View picking has one practical basic issue that is there are multiple possibly
competing factors to take into consideration through the phase of view picking, such as, query complexity, database size,
query performance etc. [12]. The query processor interacts with the view selector. Based on the query-handling plan it
applies the notion of view relevance to pick the views for a given set of queries [13]. MVs problem main objective is
minimizing a cost function or constraint. A constraint can be user oriented (query response time constraint) or system
oriented (space constraint). The principle goal of view picking problem is finding a set of views to reduce the expected
cost of evaluating frequently used queries [14].
C. Multiple View Processing Plans (MVPP)
MVPP is an idea of global query handling for the entire group of queries. It’s formed by sharing and merging local
handling plan of each query. MOREOVER- OR view graph is made by merging all thinkable execution plans of each
query in the query group. Many algorithms were proposed for the problems of view picking, they contain heuristic based
algorithms [14]. Greedy algorithms, stochastic algorithms such as genetic algorithm, simulated annealing, etc. Although
greedy algorithm outfits a close optimum solution, yet it becomes ineffective and slow for multi- dimensional problems.
QPSO algorithm, one of the stochastic algorithms, is a meta- heuristic global optimization algorithm. Wide ranges of
applications in lots of computer science domains are using it but it has not been studied extensively in the problem domain
of materialized view selection in DW. Comparing QPSO to other algorithms, it requires small number of basic operators
and parameters and very simple to use. In terms of speed and memory, it is computationally inexpensive [15].
D. Quantum Particle Swarm Optimization (QPSO) algorithm
The QPSO algorithm initializes current positions of particles and their best positions, at each iteration, the mean best
position of the swarm’s particle is calculated and updated. Each particle evaluates its fitness value and update its best
position before its current position is updated [15]. The word particle means, for example, a bee in a colony or a bird in a
flock [16], fitness function is evaluated for each location in the sample space and calculated by using statistical calculations.
These calculations are X- position, Y- position, mean, and variance. X- position and Y-position refer to the two-dimensional
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locations of the coefficient in sample space. The mean and variance for each position are generated by the equations 1
and 2 [17].
X
(Xi M J = 1)/M

(1)

V ariance = (Xi − M ean)2 /M

(2)

M ean =

Where: Xi J is the value in a specific position, and M is the number of locations in sample space. The process is repeated
until the termination conditions (The number of iterations is less than or equal to the number of the required location) are
met. The flowchart for QPSO algorithm shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Flowchart for QPSO algorithm
Kennedy and Clerc explained the fact that if each particle concentrates to its local attractor, the convergence of the SPSO
j
1
2
D
algorithm may be achieved. The local attractor Pi,t
= (Pi,t
, Pi,t
, ...., Pi,t
) of particles is defined as coordinate:
j
j
Pi,t
= Qji,t Pi,t
+ (1 − Qji,t )Gtj

(3)

Where Qji,t is uniformly distributed random number in the range [0, 1].The previous equation refers that, the stochastic
j
(local) attractor of particle i, allocated on the hyper rectangle of Pi,t
and Gt that is being the coordinates of its diagonally
j
so that it moves towards Pi,t
and Gt . From the viewpoint of quantum mechanics, if the individual particles in SPSO are

having quantum attitude and motion through an N- dimensional Hilbert space, which is completely different from that in
the Newtonian space, they will be leading to a quite different form of SPSO [15].The position of the particle in QPSO is
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updated by solving anyone of the equations 4, 5.
d
Xi,t+1

=

d
Pi,t

±a

d
Xi,t

d
d
Xi,t
= Pi,t
±

−

Ctd
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1
d
Ui,t

!

Ldi,t
ln 1/U
2

(4)

(5)

U is a random number uniformly distributed on the range [0, 1]. The value of Ldi,t can be obtained by equation 6
d
d
Ldi,t = 2a Xi,t
− Pi,t

(6)

E. The problem
Extracted which view will be picked first to be materialized in the DW, is the DW administrator/ designer’s main
problem. Maintain materialized views for each query impractical as the materialized view are realized physical table until
the disk-space requirements, and thus the consumption is very large and/or large update cost having. A possible solution is
to extract a set of derived views to materialize, that decrease the summation of total query maintenance cost and response
time of the picked views. That is the view- picking problem. In this work presented the methodology that determines which
queries are more beneficial for the creation of materialized view in order to achieve the high query performance. Using
algorithm (QPSO) to be ready to pick the best solution when directing new queries to the system [9].
IV. M ATERIALIZED V IEWS P ICKING F RAMEWORK
The ultimate aim behind the proposed materialized view- picking framework is to materialize the user views by taking
into consideration of query frequency, query handling cost and storage requirement of query. Accordingly, built the data
warehouse tables in method of independent data mart for three systems in SQL Server 2017 environment. Three data mart
loading data from source databases by using ETL. After creating the ITPC system data warehouse, it becomes ready for
importing in to the Visual Studio C].net 2017 environment for completing the next steps of the proposed system. Fig. 1
shows the block diagram of main steps (phases) of the proposed design of best picking materialized view (BS- MV)
algorithm. Fig. 2 shows the main phases of the proposed system which are, generation set OLAP queries by operation
aggregation (sum, max, min, count ...), find candidates Query Frequency (QF), Handling Time (HT) and Area Value (AV)
for each query in the IDMs. Calculate the materialized view creation cost (PQC), for each Query frequency cost (QFC),
Handling Time Cost (HTC) and Area Value Cost (AVC) by using equation 7
P QC = W 1 ∗ QF C + W 2 ∗ HT C + W 3(1 − AV C)

(7)

Where W1, W2 and W3 are the impact weight specified by the materialized view selection analyzer. Using QPSO Algorithm,
find the best location for queries that need to be materialized to optimize the complex query handling time. Picked
materialized views, which have a low handling, good query response and low area cost.
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Figure 2: Block diagram of materialized views picking framework
A. On line analytical processing (OLAP)
Generation set of OLAP queries; it is an approach used to answer analytical queries, in business intelligence, in relational
database, report writing and data mining. In this section, twenty- five complex SQL OLAP queries with drill down operation,
aggregation operations like (COUNT, SUM, MIN, MAX), join, selection, filtering operation like (using condition where)
and GROUP BY operation doing have supposed to select data from tables in the company system.
B. Picking parameters and cost of queries
Find handling time, area value information and queries frequency for each query in Query Bunch (QB) then calculating
the cost of picking for each query. Using weighted combination of query frequency, query handling and query area value,
materialized view picking cost will be computed for each query. Then after adding all parameter’s cost we arrived at
picking cost as shown in algorithm (1).
Algorithm (1): Suggested algorithm called wight of materialized
Input: independent data marts (Fact Constellation schema)
Output: return PQC is Wight of all materialized
Algorithm Steps:
Step1: open database warehouse
Step2: find Area Value, Handling Frequency and Handling Time
for each table in warehouse call T1 do
QHAV[i]= get query handling area value of table [T 1]
QHF [i]= get query handling frequency of table [T 1]
https://ijict.edu.iq
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QHT [i]= get handling time of table [T 1]
i=i+1
end for
step3: find Max Area Value, Frequency and Handling Time
max- QHAV =find max (QHAV)
max- QHF =find max (QHF)
max- QHT =find max (QHT)
step4: find Probability Area Value Cost, Frequency Cost and Handling Time Cost
for each table in warehouse call T1 do
AVC [i] = QHAV [i]/max − QHAV
QFC [i] = QHF [i]/max − QHF
HTC [i] = QHT [i]/max − QHT
end for
Step5: find weight for all tables in independent data marts (fact constellation schema)
for each table in warehouse call T1 do
set w1, w2 w3 Weighted constant values
in between 0 to 1 and compute PQC by (7)
end
C. Materialized view picking by using (QPSO) algorithm
Find the best queries that need to be materialized for optimizing the complex query handling time. After each query
picking cost is computed, the next step is Using QPSO Algorithm so that to find the suitable MV. The particle of QPSO
algorithm has the following information:
1) f (p): fitness of the current position of the particle.
2) mbest: mean best positions of neighbors f (p).
3) f (pbest): best fitness of the position in the search space.
4) f (pg): fitness of the best neighbors f (p).
5) Lpbest: positions of the best fitness in the search space.
6) Lpg: locations of the best fitness of the neighbor f (p).
7) Lp: current position of the fitness bird.
8) α: contraction - expansion (CE) coefficient that setting a to be a fixed value, α = 0,75.
9) d: maximum number of iterations. In QPSO the particle, is assumed to have quantum behavior and flying on in 2dimensional space with a (δ) potential well centered at local attractor f(p) (fitness of current position of bird), starts
from its center to find optimal solution (location) by iteration method. In this step, the bird (particle) in the system
can appear in any position and the bird (particle) does not fly directly to the best position (pg), but flies to the center
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point (local attractor) between the (pbest) and (pg) in order to wait for the lagged birds (particle) in case of a better
solution is existing far from the current position. The position of the particle is to keep information about its previous
visited space, hence its movement is influenced by two factors: mean best position of neighbors and its local attractor
(pg).When a particle finds a location that is better than any previously found locations, then it updates it as the new
best current location for particle using equation 8 and equation 9 ( a and b) respectively.
f (p) = Lpbest ∗ Q1 + (1 − Q1) ∗ Lpg

(8)

LP i(t + 1) = f p + 0.75 ∗ |mbest − Lp| ∗ ln1/u (a)
(9)
LP i(t + 1) = f p − 0.75 ∗ |mbest − Lp| ∗ ln1/u (b)
Equations 8 and 9 (a, b) are rewritten formulas of equations 3 and 4 to be more convenient for implementation. The
local best position and the global best position are updated iteratively when finding the best solution. QPSO Algorithm for
finding best locations in the sample space can be described by algorithm (2).
Algorithm (2) Finding Best Locations by QPSO Algorithm
Input: Sample Space of Queries Required iterations d
Output: best Locations
Algorithm Steps:
Step 1: set d = 1
Step 2: calculate the fitness for each position in the sample space by using equations 1 , 2
Step 3: initialize the particle position and pbest position randomly
Step 4: If particle fitness f (p)> particle best fitness f( pbest) Then go step 6 Step 5: f(pbest) = f(p) and Lpbest =Lp
f(pg) = fitness of the best neighbor f(p)
Step 6: if f(p)<f(pg) Then f(pg) = f(p) and Lpg=Lp
Step 7: update particle pbest position by using (7)
Compute mean best position for new pbest position by using equation 1
If rand2 < 0.5 then use equation (9.a) for particle position
Else use (9.b) for particle position Then Repeat from step (2)
Else take best locations
End
D. Picked best materialized view
Pick materialized views that it’s found when search about best queries, which has low processing time, well query response
and low area cost. Then build the MV for the picked queries. It is picked best queries that need to be materializing to
optimize the complex queries handling time using following algorithm (3).
Algorithm (3): Picked Best Materialized View
Input: No is Number of Query
Iteration is Number of iteration in QPSO
https://ijict.edu.iq
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AL- Solution [ ] is list of location select of QPSO
Output: best table selection max frequency for all solution
Algorithm Steps:
Step1: find Histogram
for (i = 0; i < N o; i + +)
histogram[i] = 0
end for
for (i = 0; i < Iteration; i + +)
xBest − QP SO = AL − Solution[i] histogram[xBest − QP SO] = histogram[xBestQ P SO] + 1
end for
step2: find max frequency solution in QPSO
max − histogram = histogram[0]
location = 0
for (i = 1; i < N o; i + +)
ifmax − histogram < histogram[i] then
max − histogram = histogram[i]
location = i
end for
step3:select best table in warehouse setindex = 0;
for each table in warehouse call T1 do
if index= location return T1
end
V. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSIONS
DW of ITPC contains many tables, after get queries from DW. The Area Value (AV) of each query has been computed,
then stores the largest value of AV from all queries. See Fig. 3 which shows the results of 25 queries AV. Then Query
Handling Time (QHT) of each query has been calculated and then stores the largest value of handling time from all queries.
See the Fig. 4 which shows the result 25 quires. Then Query Handling Frequency (QHF) of each query has been calculated
and then stores the largest value of frequency from all queries. See the Fig. 5. The cost for each query selecting (Query
Frequency Cost (QFC), Handling Time Cost (HTC), and Area Value Cost (AVC)) has been computed through divided
values query frequency for each query, on the maximum query frequency of all the frequencies, as well as for Handling
Time Cost and Area Value Cost, the cost of materialized view for each query selecting has been computed .Fig. 6 shows
the results. The best queries to optimize the complex query handling time using swarm optimization (QPSO) algorithm
have been found, the (QPSO) algorithm starts work where all queries are taken in the form of two- dimensional matrix. See
the Fig. 7 show two- dimensional matrix of all queries. After that, the QPSO algorithm will select the parameters of best
queries as shown in Fig. 8. Then, the seven best quarries of Twenty- Five complex queries are Q7, Q11, Q12, Q13, Q14,
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Q22, and Q23. Their location is shown in Fig. 9 (3, 4), (2, 4), (1, 2), (2, 1), (2, 2)(4, 2), (3, 4). Fig. 10 shows histogram for
observing the best locations of best queries in their iteration through three hundred iteration and finally selected best query.
The figure of histogram shows the best query that has been repeated six seventy times. Also, the queries 7,11,13,14,22 and
23 repeated 1,73,75,73,1 and 1 respectively.

Figure 3: Interface find candidate query area value

Figure 4: Interface find candidate query handling time
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Figure 5: Interface find candidate query handling frequency

Figure 6: Interface calculates the cost for each query

Figure 7: Interface two- dimensional matrix of the all queries
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Figure 8: Parameters of QPSO

Figure 9: Locations of best queries

Figure 10: Histogram of best queries
The query response time in the OLAP and decision support systems is critical and very important. Therefore, the
implementation of the query on the materialized views provides us with fast response time and speeds up decision making,
the seven best Quires implemented outside the base tables in the data warehouse, and the result of each query shown in
table II. Compute ratio of query response time and compare it with response time to the same queries on the MVs, ratio
of implementation of the query on the base table takes five times more than time of the query implementation on the MV
as show in the following table II.
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TABLE II
E XECUTION T IME OF THE Q UERY IN S ECONDS
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Total time
Average

Data warehouse -logical
Data warehouse materialized
0.017 s
0.001 s
0.028 s
0.002 s
0.057 s
0.004 s
0.220 s
0.025 s
0.011 s
0.005 s
0.024 s
0.012 s
0.065 s
0.035 s
0.422 s
0.084 s
0.465/0.076s = 5.023 s

After complete comparison execution time of query, the performance of query by direct access and access through MV
are represented in Fig 11.

Figure 11: Performance of query by direct access and access through materialized view
The response time of queries through M V access were found 0.084 seconds while through direct access queries were
found 0.422 seconds. Hence efficiency of queries during M V s access over direct access.
Ef f iciency = (Direct access of queries − M V s access of queries) / M V s access of queries × 100
= (0.422 − 0.084)/0.084 ∗ 100

(10)

= 402.38%
VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND R ECOMMENDATIONS
Extracting which view will be picked first to be materialized in the Fact Constellation Schema, is the Data Warehouse
administrator/ designer’s main problem. Maintain materialized views for each query impractical as the MV are realized
physical table until the disk- space requirements, and thus the consumption is very large and/or large update cost having.
A suitable solution is to pick a set of derived views to materialize, that decrease the summation of total response time
of the picked views. This paper gives the idea regarding how to pick a most useful materialized view with the help of
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different major factors like query frequency cost, query area cost and query handling cost. We have implemented algorithm
Quantum Particle Swarm Optimization (QPSO) which views are more valuable for the creation of materialized view in
order to achieve the good query performance. Results extracted during the current work indicate the query optimization
through the decreasing of query response time. Future work will discover techniques to pick other structures (e.g. Join
materialized views and indexes) for database design in addition to materialized views.
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